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Brother MFC-7860DW, which makes use of the Brother toner cartridge, multi function system that is
suited or for personal use or small office. It uses a mono laser, together with the DR-420 drum unit,
and TN-450 cartridge for printing and copying speeds of up to 27 pages per minute. Automatic
document feeder 25-page, but the total paper capacity to 250 sheets. It is designed to print on paper
the right size measuring 8.

5 inches 14 inches. Maximum print resolution is 2400 x 600 dots per inch. This is more than just a
printer, as it scans in color with resolutions up to 19200 19.

200 pixels per inch and uses Paperport 12SE & Page Manager Document Viewer and OCR
software. Consistency is the key factor to consider when choosing your printer. It connects to your
PC using USB 2.

0 cable to an Ethernet or wireless 802. 11 b / g signal of the whole network to print. It runs on
Windows 2000, XP, Vista and 7, and also have a Mac OS X 10.

4. 11 drivers, 10. 5.

X and 10. 6. X.

It uses both the PS3 and PCL6 printer languages. printing supply costs are concerned, but the
printer is a Brother MFC-7860DW, because they often need to be supplemented. supplies such as
paper, DR-420 Drum Unit for Brother TN-450 cartridge Brother TN -420 toner cartridge, as used,
must be replaced.

Brother TN450 cartridge is a high yield TN420 cartridge model. TN420 not recommended because it
gives a half high yield model, but the price is much more than half. The printer has a built-in two-way
street, which means that it prints on both sides, reduce costs, you need to miss out on paper.

The smart business decision to cut costs as much as possible, because you buy things, including
the Brother toner cartridge TN-450 cartridge and DR-420 Drum block as long as you own the
device. The device is also expanding its capabilities with fax memory of up to 500 pages and also
PC fax software and Internet fax. It is recommended monthly print volumes range from 250 to 2,000
pages and the maximum monthly duty cycle 10,000 pages.

This printer is recommended for small offices. It is easy paper writing to setup, easy to use and low
cost printer supplies.  .
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